Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to prove that for a C '-generic Morse-Smale diffeomorphism/, the set of symmetries of/, Z(f), is equal to {f\k 6 Z}.
1. Introduction. Let M be a compact connected C°°-manifold without boundary. Let Diff(M) be the set of C '-diffeomomrphisms of M with C'-topology. Let MS denote the open set of all Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms of M in Diff(M) [5] . For / E Diff(M) we say g E Diff(M) is a symmetry of f iff / ° g = g ° f Then the centralizer Z(f) of / is the set of all symmetries of /. Clearly, /* is a symmetry of / for any A: E Z (Z is the set of integers). We call such symmetries trivial symmetries. A proper symmetry is a symmetry which is not trivial. The following question is posed by N. Kopell [4] and J. Palis [6] .
Is the set of diffeomorphisms without proper symmetry generic in Diff(A/)? In this paper, we shall prove the following theorem which gives an affirmative solution of the conjecture in MS.
Theorem. It is Cx-generic in MS that f has no proper symmetry.
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for any x E Of(x0). Therefore (ii) implies that (ii)' 7T2 9 S(x) g Of(U) for any x E Of(x0).
In order to prove the Theorem it is sufficient to verify Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. In the following sections, we shall prove these propositions.
3. Proof of Proposition 2.1. We need the following lemma: Lemma 3.1. Let f E MS and g E Diff(M). Suppose that g(x) E Of(x) for any x E M* -per/. Then g is a trivial symmetry off.
Proof. Let Ak = {x E M -per/|g(x) = fk(x)). Then the family {Ak)keZ is disjoint, each Ak is closed in M -per/ and M* -per/ is contained in (JAk. Let V be a connected open set such that C\(V) c Mper/ Since V is open, V n M* is dense in C1(K). We claim that C\(V) c Ak for some k E Z. Let Qe(x) = {y E M\d(x,y) < e). Since C1(F) consists only of wandering points, there exists e > 0 such that f" (Qe(x)) n f"(Qe(x)) = 0 for any distinct integers n and «', and any x E C1(K) because of the compactness of C1(F). Then there exists e' > 0 such that g(Qc(x)) c fk(Qe(x)) for any ^e^n V. Notice that e' depends on k but this presents no problem. Let x* E Ak n V n M*. Since g(Qe(x*)) is contained in /*((£(**)) and M* n V c UAk, Qe.(x*) n M* is contained in Ak. This implies that Qe(x*) c Ak, and since V is connected, V is contained in Ak.
Let Bx, . . . , Bs denote the connected components of M -per f. We can choose a connected open set V for any points x and ^ in Bi such that x, y E Cl( F) c B¡, so 5, is contained in Ak for some k E Z.
If dim(Af) > 2, then M -per/ is connected, and equivalently, M -per/ = Bx; hence g is trivial.
If dim(M) = 1, equivalently, M = S1, g can be nontrivial only if there is a periodic point p such that g -fk in the right neighbourhood of p and g = fk in the left neighbourhood of p. But this contradicts with the assumption that/J is hyperbolic. Hence g is trivial.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let/be a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism with a proper symmetry g. By Lemma 3.1, we can choose a point x0 E M* -per/ such that g(x0) E Of(x0). We show that we can choose U E 0 such that x0 E U and O/g^n)) n 0/(i/) = 0. Since x0 £ nonwandering set, it is not in either a-or w-limit set of g(x0); since it is by hypothesis not in Oj(g(x0) ), we can conclude that the point x0 does not belong to the closed set Cl (Of(g(x0) )), so there exists a neighbourhood U E 0 of x0 disjoint from Of(g(x0)); but then Of(U) n Of(g(x0)) = 0. Let us choose m E N such that m > max(||7gü||, ||7g_1t>||) for any v E TM of norm 1. Define S(x) by S(x) = Txg for x E Of(x0). It is clear that/ E B(U, x0, m). Û2/.2,-1 = |\|sin 9" a2i>2i = |A,.|cos 9" for 1 < i < g', a«<i a" = X¡for 2q' < /', and the others = 0/or some 0 < q' < q/2andO<\X¡\ < 1.
Let B = {x E R«| ||x|| < 1} and ex = (1, 0,... ,0). Suppose that 0 ^ jc0 E 5 aw*/ let U E B be an open neighbourhood of x0 such that L"(U) n L"(U) = 0 /or any distinct integers n and n'. Then for any e > 0 there is a Cx-local diffeomorphism f: B -+W such that (i) Max(\\ f -L\\, \\Df -DL\\)< e, (ii)f\B -Oj(U) = L\B -0L(U), (iii) the sequence {\\Df(x^ex\\} is not of exponential type.
Proof. Let xn = L"XQ. We ahoose 8(n) such that 0 < 8(n) < min(||xn||/2, d(x", B -Ln(U))) for h E N. Define p" by pn(x) = efi(»)p(*/fi(n)).
We define / by f\B -Ol(U) = L\B -0L(U) and
for a: E L"(U). Then/is well defined as a continuous mapping and of class C'on.8 -(0). Since \\Df(x) -L\\ < \\DPn + x\\ ■ \\L\\/ (n+\)< e/ (n + 1)
for x E L"(U), then Df(x)^>L as ;c->0, and hence / is continuously differentiable at 0. Clearly C'-distance between/and L is less than e, so/is a diffeomorphism provided that e is sufficiently small. Now we check that the convergence of the sequence ||Z>/"(-'iro)eill *s not OI exponential type. Let e" = Df(x0)ex. Then IK+'ll -IW*"KII -(\Xx\ + \Xx\e/(n + 1))|K|| Proof of Proposition 2.3. Let f E B(U, x0, m). We approximate / by a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism which is not in B ( U, x0, m). We first approximate/by/, which has the following properties: (i) there exists a sink/» of/, such that x0 E Ws(p), (ii) for any periodic point qoifx, setting l(q) equal to the period of q under /,, //(í) is semisimple linear in some chart.
Since B(U, x0, m) c B (U', x0, m) for any neighbourhood U' of x0 such that U' E 0 and U' c U, we can suppose, without loss of generality, U c Ws(p) and fxn(U) n f"'(U) = 0 for any distinct integers n and n'. By (ii), if (||T/"o||} converges to 0, then the convergence is of exponential type for any nonzero tangent vector v. Let us perturb/, nearp, as in Lemma 5.1, by taking /, as the linear map L. Then we get an approximationf2 of/, with a tangent vector i> on x0 such that the sequence (||Tf2v\\) is not of exponential type. Then we show that f2 E B(U, x0, m). Suppose the contrary, and consider the sequence {\\S(xn)TfM} = {\\Tf!S(x0)v\\} where S is a map for f2 in Definition 2.1. Since S (x0)v is a tangent vector on M -Ofi( U) and f2 coincides with /, on Of¡( U) = Of2( U), the sequence {||S(xn)Tf!¿v||} = [\\Tf^S(x0)v\\] is of exponential type. Since \\Tf"2v\\/m < \\S(x")Tf?v\\ < m\\Tf!v\\ by Definition 2.1, so
